Announcements

All Users

- Sign up to attend December’s User Group meeting. Report Demonstrations will be provided on several reports. A meeting agenda and attendance information has been posted to the UR Financials website.

- A complete Financials Close Schedule for FY2016 has been added to the UR Financials system. Within the quick link section of the Financial Reports dashboard. Further details are in the Tips section.

Grant Financial Analysts

- ORACS has completed the process of “inactivating” (similar to FRS “freeze”) old Grants with no activity in FY2015 or FY2016. This affects approximately 1,700 Grants and will reduce the active data sets in URF with the intent of avoiding further erroneous charges to stale/terminated Grants. Soon all of these Grants will carry the indicator of “(inactive)” after the Grant name in URF. This is similar to our old process. The significant volume is due to the requirement to convert all active accounts from FRS.

In the event you need assistance with an inactive Grant, please contact your ORACS Staff Accountant.

Financial Form Users

- Plan ahead for holiday adjustments to the Employee Expense F3 form reimbursement schedule. As a reminder, there will be no reimbursements the last 2 weeks of December.

New Reports

None at this time

Updated Reports

None at this time

Deprecated Reports

None at this time

Tips and Tricks

Recently added to the Financial Reports dashboard within the system, is a link to the Financial Close Schedule. This document lists monthly close and report availability dates up to June FY2016.

Refer to this schedule when creating or editing user scheduled reports in the UR Financials system.
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